Grange Phantom *NO VAT*
Price: £1,350.00 (SOLD)
Sire: Artwork G.L. Rico
Dam: Grange Gemstone
Type: Young Male (Intact)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS UKBAS34862
Blood Lineage: Artwork/Snowmass
Date of Birth: 26th July 2018

Snowmass Matrix (USA)
Snowmass Golden Legend of AUK (Imp)
Snowmass Golden Serenity (USA)
Artwork G.L. Rico
(Light Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Snowmass Incan King XXX of AUK (Imp)
Artwork I.K. Azucena
Meon Valley Aphrodite

Grange Phantom *NO VAT*
Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Suricaya Classic Selection
Arunvale Dudley
Rumba (Import)
Grange Gemstone
(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Bozedown Nasca
Great House Bess
Tosca of Arunvale (Import)

Description:
After careful thought, we are offering this stunning black young male for sale who is now almost 3, fully registered as a
breeding male and at an age to begin to be introduced to the females for the first time. Phantom has a very impressive
pedigree, with Snowmass (USA) featured heavily on his sires side, his sire being from Artwork Alpacas. His Grandsire is
the import Snowmass Golden Legend. An interesting fact is that the sire of Snowmass Golden Legend, Snowmass
Matrix, is the most expensive male alpaca to be sold at a hefty price tag of $675,000 (USD). No, that isn’t a typo!
Phantom is a calm alpaca who is easy to handle and who fits in well with his herd mates. The only reason, we are
selling him is that we bought in a multi-Champion black male and have several other quality black male studs that
provide a wide gene pool for our females. Rather than having this male waiting in line to be used on the girls, we
decided that he would be of more value to a breeder who could make the most of his genetics.
He has good conformation and a lovely soft, dense fleece and would be an asset to any breeder wanting to produce
colour. Phantom is microchipped and up to date with vaccinations and husbandry. He can be offered as part of a
package if desired. Transportation for this male is free of charge within a 100 miles radius and further distance for a
reasonable charge.
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